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Abst ract - - In  this paper, we shall generalize our result [1] on the optimal control of bilinear 
systems to nonlinear systems. Adomian's decomposition is used to derive series expansions of the 
optimal control and state. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The theory of optimal control of nonlinear systems has always been an active area of research; 
see [2-7] to cite a few. However, the methods used led to difficult computations. In a recent 
paper [1], we solved successfully and in a simple manner the bilinear quadratic optimal con- 
trol problem. The idea was to transform the original optimal control problem into a recursive 
optimization problem, so that at each step we obtain a term of a series representation f the 
optimal control and a term of the corresponding series representation f the optimal state, i.e., 
u* = ~-~k>0 u~¢, x* = )-~k>0 x7¢" These series were shown to be absolutely and uniformly conver- 
gent on [0, T], for any fixed but arbitrary T > 0, to the solution of the original problem. 
Continuing our effort to provide an effective means to compute the optimal control, we propose 
in this paper to generalize the results in [1] to the optimal control of nonlinear systems. 
The outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we shall derive a functional series represen- 
tation of the state in terms of the functions involved in the series representation f the input. We 
shall prove that if the series representation f the input is absolutely and uniformly convergent, 
so is the series representation f the state. In Section 3, we state and solve the optimal control 
of nonlinear systems. 
2. THE FUNCTIONAL EXPANSION FOR 
NONLINEAR INPUT-OUTPUT MAPS 
In this section, we shall present a functional expansion for nonlinear i/o maps suitable for the 
computation of the optimal control. 
Consider the nonlinear system defined by 
dx 
d-~ = f(x,  u), t • [0, T], (1) 
z(O) = z0, 
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where f is a.n analytic function from R q x R p to R q such that f(0, 0) = 0, u is a p-dimensional 
input vector, and x is a q-dimensional state vector. 
We shall use Adomian's decomposition method [8] (see also [1,9]) and seek a series expansion 
of the state of (1) in the form 
x(t) = ~ xlnJ(t), (2) 
n_>0 
while 
u(t)  --- ~ U[k](t). (3) 
k>_O 
Thus, 
where 
~0(:)--:(:,0), 
m (51 
p~l k: q-...+kp=m 
k: ~ l...kp~_l 
where the fp(x [°], 0)(., .;. . .  ;., .) are the p-linear maps appearing in the Taylor's series expansion 
of f around (x [°], 0), 
p_>l 
REMARK 1. The Fm are polynomials in x[1],..., x [m], u [°] . . . .  , u [m-1], m ~ 1. 
Going back to equation (1), replacing x,  u, f (x ,  u) by their respective series expansions, we get 
z~,  ~, -- ~o ( : )  ÷ ~ ~ ( : ,  ~,~, , : ,  ~,~-,,) (~) 
n_>0 m_>l 
We shall define the sequence {xln]}n>o by 
~:_ - : ( : ,0 ) ,  :(0)--~o, 
(s) 
__ Fm_F 1 (X[0], .. x [m+l] , . [0] ,  -, u:rn]) x[m'{-1](0) ~-~ 0, m > 0, 
/ X 
dt " ' "" ' - 
and make the following assumption. 
ASSUMPTION A. 
(i) IIBII _< ~. 
(ii) 3L1,C1,C2 ~> O~ If(x,u) l-1 - )-~.iffio Fi[ < C:[x  -xz - : [  ÷C2[u  - ~-1[,  l > L: + l ,  where 
(iii) ~----pC: < 1. 
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We claim the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ ~ L~[O,T,R n] such that it can be expanded in a uniformly and absolutely 
convergent series as ~-~.k>_o u[k]" Let Assumption A be satisfied. Then the state x of the system (1) 
has an absolutely and uniformly convergent series representation ~-,.>_o x[n] whose terms axe 
computed recursively using equations (5) and (8). 
PROOF. That the sum ~n>_o x[n] is the solution to equation (1) is trivial. What remains to 
be proved is the fact that the series ~'~n>o x[n] is uniformly and absolutely convergent when 
~k_>o utkl is. 
Let zt = x - ~l • We have 
d ~-i 
~z~ =/ (x ,~)  - ~-~ F~, z~(0) = 0. (9) 
i-~0 
A straightforward application of Lemma (2.1) in [1] and Gronwail's Lemma, together with 
Assumption A, will yield the result (proof along the proof of Theorem (2.1) in [1]). 
3. OPT IMAL  CONTROL OF  NONLINEAR SYSTEMS 
In this section, we shall consider the optimization problem 
i" 
min J =: h(x)l,= T + g(x, u) dt (10) 
subject o the constraint (1), where h and g are any convex analytic functions. 
Let Jt denote the value of the cost functional when x is replaced by ~t+l and u by ~t, that is, 
J~ --: h(e~+:)t,=T + g(et+i,5~)at. (11) 
Suppose that the optimum values u[°l,..., u It- 11 and the corresponding x[II . . . .  , x Ill have been 
obtained from the minimization of Jo,. . . ,  Jl-1 with respect o u[01,..., u[l-:l (under correspond- 
ing constraint), respectively. We shall seek the minimum of Jt with respect o u[ II subject o the 
constraint 
dx[l+i] = Fl+: (x[°]' " " 'x[l+I]' u[°]" " " u[l]) ' (12) 
xtl+xl(0) = 0, l > O. 
We have 
F,+, (x [°l, ,x[l+:l;u[O] ' .,u[l] ) Of : ,> 0 . . . . .  ---- 0U -- 
where 
l÷l  
p=2 kx+...+kn=l+l 
kl>l...kp>_ l 
Fl+l is independent of xIl+:] and u[ tl. 
The Hamiltonian of the problem is 
H,=g(~,+l ,~z)+~T{Of  Of ^ } : + :  (:,o): : 
therefore, the necessary conditions for optimality axe 
o o dxT 
oU[t ] Hi = 0, 0x[t+: ] Hi + --~- = 0, (16) 
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together with the boundary condition 
0h 
AT = ~(~Z+l), at t = T, (It) 
which read 
0g ~T0f (z [°] 0 )= 0, (18) (~ l+ l ,~t )  J T ~t ~ , 
0g ~ T 0f  dAT 
0--x (Xl+l,U,) + ~, ~x (x[0]'0) + -~ = 0. (19) 
Therefore, locally, around (~l, ~l- 1), we have 
{ u[l] = -R/-1 wITx[l+l] ~- ~U ( x[0]' 0 ,~l , (20) 
dt =-  ~xx x[°]'0 At -- Qlx[l+l] -- Wlu[l]' (21) 
together with 
At = Ptx [l+1], at t = T, (22) 
where 
02 
RI -~ -~u2 g('xl, u/-1), 
02 
Wt = Ozou g(~t , ~t-1), 
02 (23) 
02h 
P~ = -j-~ (~t ), 
provided Rt is nonsingular. 
REMARK 2. This result agrees with the bilinear quadratic ase presented in [1], where Wt = 0, 
Rl = R, and ~(x[  °], O) = B + x[°]TN. 
Standard computations are arguments showing that a necessary condition for optimal control 
is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. A necessary condition for the uniformly and absolutely convergent series (2) and (3) 
to be an optimal solution oft  he optimal control problem (1) and (I0) is that their terms are related 
by 
utt] = _R? I  {WT + B~S} ~It+ll _ R? IB%t  (24) 
together with (5) and (8), where S is the solution of the Ricatti differential equation 
e_ s dt + SA~ + ATs  -- SBR[-1BTS + ~)~ = 0, (25) 
S = Pt, a r t=T,  
and vt is the solution of the differential equation 
d 
~,t  + { A ~ - SBR?I  B ~ - W~R/-1B ~} ,~ + SPt+I = 0, (2~) 
vt = 0, a t  t = T ,  
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where Rl, WI, Q~, Pl are defined in (23) and A, B, Al, and Ql are defined below: 
0:( ) 
A=-~x z[°l,0 , (27) 
of( ) B= ~uu z[°]'0 ' (28) 
Al = A - BR;-1W T, (29) 
O, = Q,  - W R? WT, (30) 
and provided Rz is nov_singular for all I >_ 1. 
PROOF. The proof goes along the proof of Theorem (3.2) in [1]. 
4. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have extended our result [1] concerning the quadratic bilinear optimal con- 
trol to the optimal control of nonlinear systems. The method used is promising and simple to 
implement--it consists of solving a matrix Ricatti differential equation and linear differential 
equation at each step. The method is more systematic compared to ad hoc techniques presented, 
for example, in [3]. We shall see in a future paper that the control and state given by (2),(3) and 
satisfying (24)-(30) is indeed optimal, and see how well this approach compares with existing 
methods and present extensive numerical simulations. 
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